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Design for Addiction is a course taught in the School of Design that requires learners to design
products and spaces benefitting people living with an addiction. An essential aspect of the
design methodology students learn involves talking to people with lived experience of the topic
to validate a design’s relevance, appropriateness, and potential to realize its stated intent.
Partnering with the non-profit The Partnership to End Addiction allows students access to these
voices during reviews throughout the semester. This class is open to graduate and
undergraduate students studying both industrial and interior design with the intent that students
will become comfortable with interdisciplinary collaboration, another crucial component of this
course’s methodology. Such collaboration is encouraged through the requirement of a group
design in addition to one that is individually authored.

Though the Spring 2022 semester was the first time addiction was focused on as a topic, it is
also the fourth iteration of a broader pedagogical research project, Design for the Mind. Earlier
issues addressed under this umbrella were Alzheimer’s disease, undocumented immigration,
and mental health. Respectively, non-profit partners were Caringkind, The New Sanctuary
Coalition, and the National Alliance on Mental Illness. A design’s success in any of the four
contexts could not be measured through its ability to eliminate a problem or offer a measurable
cure. Instead, products and spaces understood their capacity to improve the lives of people
managing an immaterial adversity through the way they foster supportive relationships.

While the outcomes of Design for the Mind’s pedagogy have received awards, been exhibited at
the Cooper Hewitt, and widely published, engaging it in the context of a CTL fellowship seeks to
improve the way I teach. Specifically, this fellowship offers a space where I hope peer to peer
interaction, reflective writing, and the scholarly guidance of its organizers will help me critically
identify pedagogical habits inherited during my own education that might not be encouraging the
most meaningful learning today. Conversations with other fellows have brought ideas for
educational activities to replace those discovered to be outmoded. For example, becoming
familiar with Langdon Graves project exploring intergenerational incommensurability helped me
realize the need to cultivate the value of students’ life experience as equal to that of invited
experts. To realize this, students were broken into smaller conversation groups where they
could tell their own stories among peers without worry of hierarchical judgment.

Fellowship meetings also provided wider perspectives regarding ethical issues surrounding the
topic of addiction. My conundrum was that Pratt’s institutional policy cannot sanction drug use
within its community. However, The Partnership to End Addiction added the nuance that
reduced drug use rather than abstinence can also be understood as success. Student designs
promoting safe or reduced drug use thus conflict with Pratt Institute's stated rules of conduct.
Group discussion resulted in verbally stating that promoting safe use has different effects than
condoning drug use. This was elaborated upon by a representative from The Partnership during



a review, by offering that the promotion of safe use can keep a person alive until they are ready
to abstain.

Nine students1 remained enrolled in the Spring 2022 course, four representatives from The
Partnerships2 and five Pratt Faculty3 attended reviews. Reflecting on this experience toward
improvements that can be implemented in the fall offering, I will turn to fellow fellows for advice
as to how students can be encouraged to proactively seek out others whose lived experience
might offer insights that can deepen their work. Encouraging students to attend twelve step
meetings to observe discussions is one idea along these lines that peer feedback might benefit.
It will be important to gain permission from this group to do so.

Another adaptation to the autumn coursework will be to solely focus on opioids. I observed that
allowing students to design toward a variety of addictions stymied learning from one anothers
research. This specific category of addition is currently a major health crisis likely to gain media
interest in student work. Designs intended to be used by families and loved ones supporting
someone with an addiction were less likely to attempt a cure and more likely to imagine the
relationships that can emerge through a product or space.

Changes to the way I conduct my pedagogy will experiment with keeping a diary to reflect on
what happened in each session. As I write this report, I am aware of how such memorialization
would be helpful in the reflective aspects of my research methodology. I am planning to
augment Pratt’s standard student course feedback with two questions for students. What
changes to the way this course is run can you imagine deepening your connection with the
topic? How might the course professor conduct reviews of student work differently to make time
spent in the classroom more engaging during periods when your work is not specifically being
discussed?

Photos and descriptions will be added for a selection of projects after the final review on May 9.
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